Houghton Cycling Club
1932 – 2007

THE SETTING
Houghton le Spring lies some 10 miles north of the distinguished cathedral city of Durham in the
North East of England. Although the population of Houghton is relatively small there are numerous
other settlements dotted around the vicinity in the manner peculiar to this semi rural, semi urban
part of Britain.
The majority of the settlements of the area were originally clustered around coal mines and
limestone quarries. The larger conurbations of Tyneside and Wearside, home to shipbuilding and
heavy engineering, and the pleasant open tracts of Northumberland, County Durham and North
Yorkshire, lie within easy reach.
Nobody could claim that Houghton is a particularly remarkable place; the story of the Cycling Club,
founded in 1932 and now celebrating its 50th anniversary is, however, worthy of more than a second
glance. 1982 sees the club in its best health for many years and with the Golden Jubilee imminent, it
has been taking a closer look at its past.
Appeals for information have appeared in the local press and “Cycling” and it has been most
surprising and gratifying to discover just how many of the local people know not just of the club’s
existence, but also of its activities and achievements. The Club really is part of the community and
now is the time to record its history for all to read; new facts have come to light and other ‘accepted’
stories have been questioned.
THE BEGINNINGS
There is, for instance, a quaint although not altogether appropriate story concerning the club’s
distinctive red, gold, white and black colours. Local legend has it that these are derived from the four
‘Lion’ pubs in Houghton; The Red Lion, The White Lion, The Golden Lion and the Black Lion, two of
which still remain.
Unfortunately, none of the founder members who have been traced and interviewed can verify the
story with any conviction, especially when the original colours consisted of an amber coloured jersey
with a black star radiating from the neck, along the shoulders and down both the chest and the back.
The founding of the club took place in the heyday of social, sporting and utility cycling. Vast amounts
of time and energy were being spent in the organisation and pursuit of cycling activities and in such
buoyant times the disappearance of a club or two, although always noticed, was never mourned as it
would signal the birth of another club of greater vitality. This is sadly not the case today.
In this way the Houghton Clarion arose from the disbandment of the Houghton Wheelers and the
Hetton and District CC. former members of both, finding that their paths often crossed and that they
enjoyed each other’s company, decided to formalise their companionship by founding a Houghton
Branch of the National Clarion in 1932.

THE HOUGHTON CLARION
For those who do not know, the ‘Clarion’ was a socialist newspaper founded in 1981. Cycling clubs
were by that time an accepted cornerstone of many people’ lives and so represented useful
organisations for effectively disseminating the doctrines of socialism. In 1894 the first Clarion Cycling
Club was founded and as the number of such clubs grew to 200, so the movement became known as
the National Clarion Cycling Club. Local sections were affiliated to the National Club.
A rule of all sections
was ‘that its objects
shall be mutual aid,
physical
development, good
fellowship and the
promotion of the
principles of
socialism’. Before the
reader concludes that
Houghton Clarion was
essentially a political
organisation, it must
be pointed out that
the founder members
are unanimous in the
belief that the reason
for joining the Clarion was the attractive insurance benefits.
The 1935 Clarion Cycling Club handbook shows Houghton as one of 17 sections in the North East
Union of the Clarion, including places which have sadly ceased to exist due to the contraction of the
north east staple industries. Sadly too, only one section of the Clarion still clings on in the north east,
the Houghton having withdrawn from membership in the 1960’s and reverted to plain ‘Cycling Club’.
This appears to have been because allegiance to the Clarion was no longer necessary or relevant.

EARLY DAYS
To return to the 30’s. The formation of the Houghton obviously catered for a need amongst local
cyclists and as is so often the case in the fortunes of cycling clubs, success depended on there being
capable and hardworking members willing to lead and organise. Such members there were.
In 1938 for example, four clubs formed the Houghton and District Cycling Association. The Houghton
was one of these clubs and over the years as the association grew (24 clubs in 1939) the Houghton
furnished it with numerous officials.
The Association began to promote and ratify place to place records including the Houghton-YorkHoughton Tandem Record set in 1937 by Albert Wheeler and Bob Galley; seven and a half hours for
144 miles. This record stood until 1962 when Dave ‘Trike’ Turner and John Webb covered the
distance in six hours and fifty minutes despite appalling weather and mechanical trouble.
Another development in these years was the formation of the Houghton Itonia Club by Ralph
Rodgerson, who wrote for many years in the Durham Chronicle under the pen-name ‘Cyclo’. This
club was a self- confessed social cycling club and was initially set up by ex- Clarion members who had
no interest in racing. The clubs meeting rooms were behind the Nags Head in Houghton. The Itonia
existed happily side by side with the Clarion for many years before its eventual demise, enriching
cycling club life in Houghton le Spring and ensuring that local cyclists were able to participate in a
wealth of activities.
And so a handful of people like Bill Taylor, Jack Stoker, Albert Wheeler, Ralph Rodgerson, the Leithes
brothers, Doug Harrison, and Bob Galley had really started something. The next few years proved
that the club had come to stay.
FIRM FOUNDATIONS
The Houghton really began to develop after the 1939’45 war. By 1939 the size of the club’s
membership and the scope of its activities meant that its original meeting rooms in the old ROAB
club (demolished in 1968 for the A690 road improvements) were becoming less and less satisfactory.
A wooden hut was bought and erected on land at the entrance to the limestone quarry to the
northwest of the town centre. Both hut and Club survived the war years, thanks partly to the lady
members who stepped into the shoes of men called to arms to ensure that things kept moving.
In 1946 however, Mr Graham the quarry owner, gave the club notice to quit the site to enable him
to construct a new quarry entrance, but at the same time offering a new but unattractive sloping
site for another building.
With typical enthusiasm and resourcefulness the club set about levelling the site with pick and
shovel, working in the evening and on Saturdays so as not to interfere with Sunday runs and racing.
Things accelerated when the quarry owner sent a bulldozer to level the remainder of the site.

TEAM WORK
The local council assisted with the design of the new building and with the details of the planning
permission. Jack Rontree, founder member and bricklayer by trade, assumed the mantle of ‘foreman
builder’ ably assisted by the rest of the club. Bricks from demolished air raid shelters were cleaned
and re-used, and a timber floor was constructed from the deck of the SS ‘Port Clarence’ then being
broken up at Blyth.
Two years of hard work, sacrifices and disappointment went into the building. Many and varied were
the methods of raising funds; on one occasion when funds ran out the racing section refused to
accept awards and donated the money to the building fund instead.
It is little wonder that the ‘North Eastern Cyclist’ of September 18th 1948 called the Houghton ‘one of
the most enterprising clubs in the North East’. The finished building contained a spacious main hall,
ladies and gentlemen’s cloakrooms, committee rooms, canteen, and cycle storage space for over
one hundred machines.
The driving force behind the organisation at this time was
the Secretary and founder member Billy Leithes. Billy was
later to become Club President until emigrating to
Australia in 1980. The Club’s president at the time of the
building of the clubrooms, and indeed since 1932, was a
well-known and respected local character Charles
Deemer. Charlie retired from his presidency when he was
87, and only because he was moving to London, and had
cycled to club functions from his home in Darlington, 26
miles away, until he was well into his seventies.

RACING SUCCESSES
With such good facilities and organisation it is little wonder that the club flourished through the late
forties and fifties. In 1950 the Houghton membership was well over 200 and growing. The racing side
of the club especially was enjoying a very successful period under the guidance of racing secretary
Jack Box. It was amidst the activity and attainments of the fifties that two particular young men
began their associations with the Houghton;
associations that were to be of national significance.
In 1954 a 14 year old pupil from Houghton Grammar
School joined the club, learning of its activities from
a friend. Both he and his friend took part in 25 mile
time trials and other club activities. The young man
went on to work as a Borough Engineer in the North
East. In 1963, at the age of 23, Peter Chisman won
the Tour of Britain, taking the yellow jersey on the
second stage and holding it to the end. In 1958 Peter
had won six races, and became the North East Junior
Champion. In 1960 he won thirteen races including
his first stage race, a four day event. 1961 saw his
selection for the North Regional team in the Tour of Britain with victories on the first and seventh
stages, finishing fourth overall to winner Billy Holmes. This
year also saw his first selection for overseas duty, a one day
event in Switzerland.
Peter Chisman became the North East’s leading cyclist. In 1965
he became only the second Englishman to win a stage of the
Tour de l’Avenir, regarded as the amateur Tour de France, and
he continued to show the rest of the competitors in the event
that he was as good as them. Cycle racing is however, partly
luck, and Chismans’ luck began to run out; he had his shoes
stolen, punctures, mechanical trouble, and the last straw came
with a bad crash and twenty lost minutes.
Peter
went on to turn professional for Carlton Cycles-BMB, finishing
fifth in the 1967 Vaux Grand Prix, an event won by continental
based professional Michael Wright’ and meticulously
organised by the Houghton Cycling Club………………………….but
that’s another story!

ORGANISER OF THE YEAR
Doug Harrison is one of the clubs founder members and as a cabinet maker by trade, he was
responsible for much of the joinery at the new clubrooms. Doug recalls that in the fifties he helped a
young lad who had just joined the club
to build a bike. The young lad was
Tommy Rennoldson who was to take
over presidency of the club from Billy
Leithes in 1980, after having been vicepresident and racing secretary. In 1968
Tommy received national acclaim after
being voted ‘Organiser of the Year’ by
the British Professional Cycle Racing
Association. The illuminated address
from the Association’s secretary, Millie
Bielby stated “for the winner there is
applause, the prize, and the adoration achieved after so much effort. All too often the organiser,
whose memories are of different burdens, needs vision, inspiration, and a kind of dedication and
personal discipline to overcome mounting difficulties. Qualities of both the impresario and the
public servant are inherent in the organiser…………………………….over the enterprising race calendar of
67 events, the riders themselves named as their choice Mr Thomas J Rennoldson as the Organiser of
the Year in this twenty sixth year of modern cycle road racing”. The race chosen was the Vaux Grand
Prix of 1968, the 8th edition of the event sponsored by the Sunderland brewery and the second in
which professionals took part.
Tommy was one of the youngest officials to be elected in the club. He competed in time trials, was a
keen hosteller and with mid-week runs and training spins clocked up an average of 10,000 miles
each year. He introduced the club’s first newsletter and under his guidance the club twice won the
Tom Groom Memorial for clubs showing the greatest all-round improvement; and the George
Raeside Memorial Trophy for the club in
the North East and Scotland showing the
greatest percentage gain in
membership. Tommy’s administrative
ability did much to enhance the sport in
the North East. While the club remained
part of the Clarion he was elected to the
National Clarion Council and became
one of five members who met five times
each year to conduct the affairs of
thousands of cyclists in Great Britain.

THE VAUX YEARS. 1961 TO 1970
To many people the name Houghton CC is synonymous with the Vaux Grand Prix, the first edition of
which signalled an ambitious, enterprising and successful move into new territory for the club. The
116 mile event contained 10,000ft of climbing, and between 1961 and 1970 held the reputation of
being the toughest and richest one day event in the British Isles. The race, held in July around a 29
mile circuit in the beautiful countryside of Weardale and Teesdale, always succeeded in producing
aggressive racing, a worthy winner and large crowds. Over 20,000 spectators watched the event in
1962.
The race succeeded in
attracting a lot of publicity
for both the Sunderland
based brewery and for
cycling. Inaugural lunches
were held at the Savoy Hotel
for sports editors of London
newspapers, journalists were
flown north by special plane
and then entertained to
dinner and overnight
accommodation in Vaux
hotels in Durham city. On the
morning of the event they
were taken to the market town of Wolsingham by radio equipped car to follow the racing.
The race was obviously a very attractive product to riders, press and public and ‘sold well’. Even in
1961 the first prize was £120, with a total prize list of £500, so attracting the best riders and
encouraging competitive riding. The status of the race was given a boost by Bill Bradley’s wins in
1961 and 1962, following his similar double in the 1959 and 1960 Tours of Britain. With his name on
the winner’s Vaux Tankard the sponsors were persuaded to upgrade from Silver to Gold tankard
status.
The Houghton ran the race with the efficiency of a military operation. Forty seven officials were
required to ensure the smooth running of the event on the day, all of them assembling at the
Houghton club rooms for a final army style briefing on the Friday evening before the race. At the
time of his BPCRA award, Tommy Rennoldson acknowledged that “while I appreciate the great
honour which has been bestowed on me by the BPCRA, it would be impossible to organise an event
of such magnitude without the support of so many people……………”
Police co-operation was excellent, marshalling could not have been bettered and the Houghton even
went to the trouble of having warning signs printed in Russian for the 1965 event when the
organisers pulled off their biggest coup by enticing over the first ever Russian team to visit this
country.

FAMOUS NAMES
From 1961 to 1965 the event was for amateur and independent riders; in 1966 for amateurs only,
and from 1967 to 1970 for professionals. The first ever contained only one non British rider,
Warwick Dalton of New Zealand who had finished third in that year’s Milk Race. Dalton finished
second to Bill Bradley after being dropped on the final climb. In 1962 Bradley did the same to Petr
Crinnion, the Irishman who had won the Route de France and finished 7th in the Tour del’Avenir.
That year Peter Chisman was defending local interests well until he touched wheels with Crinnion
and finished a blood spattered seventh.
The Vaux succeeded in attracting more and more continentals. The 1963 winner, Jupp Ripfel, had
been King of the Mountains and stage winner in the Tour of Austria. In 1964 Ripfel returned to the
event with the successful Petterson Brothers, Gosta, Sture and Erik; there were also teams from
Portugal and Hungary. Gosta Petterson was one of the unluckiest riders in the race, his tyre rolling
off within sight of the finish line; later that year he was to finish 3rd to Eddy Merckx in the World
Amateur Road Race Championships at Sallanches.
1965 saw the first Russian team, and predictably the first Russian winner, but only after a fierce
battle with the tenacious Jimmy Leitch of Scotland. The sixth edition of the now Vaux International
saw several changes in its formula. All independants had been declared professionals by the BCFand
so the Houghton decided to confine the race to amateurs. The event was also moved forward to mid
June between the Milk Race and Manx week; the finish was also moved, to the moors above
Wolsingham. Poland, Sweden and USSR sent teams to the 1966 event but the England team headed
by Les West and Arthur Metcalfe managed to hold their own, winning all the major prizes; third was
Josef Gawliczek of Poland, winner of that year’s Milk Race.
The 1967 event was for professionals and was tinged with a little disappointment when Tom
Simpson had to return to France to honour a contract thereby missing the Vaux race and a final
opportunity to race in Britain before his tragic death in the Tour de France that year. Michael Wright
won the event with Peter Chisman seventh; Vin Denson and Bob Addy, both respected names, took
the Gold Tankards for 1968 and 1969 respectively. Sadly 1970 was the last of the Houghton CC Vaux
Grand Prix. It was won by Barry Hoban after breaking away on the first prime with Colin Lewis and
staying in front all through the race.
FOR THE RECORD
1961
1. W. Bradley (Southport)
5-22-11
2. W. Dalton (New Zealand)
3. A. Metcalfe (Leeds)
1962
1. W. Bradley (Merseyside) 5-33-43
2. P. Crinnion (Ireland)
at 2-21
3. D. Bedwell (Fred Dean Cycles) at5-30
1963
1. J. Ripfel (Sweden)

5-30-20

2. A. Hitchen (Viking)
3. P. Gordon (Manchester)
1964
1. T.West (London)
5-30-18
2. A. Metcalfe (England)
3. W. Bradley (Quinn Everyman)
1965
1. L. Sabko (USSR)
5-26-8
2. J. Leitch (Scotland)
3. R. Goodman (Viking)
1966
1. L. West (England)
5-26-35
2. A. Metcalfe (England)
3. J. Gawliczek (Poland)
1967
1. M. Wright (Central – Tibetan) 5-34-38
2. A. Metcalfe (Carlton)
3. C. Lewis (Mackeson)
1968
1. V.Denson (Kelvinator)
2. B. Hoban (Mercier BP)
3. A. Hitchen (Falcon)

5-30-0

1969
1. R. Addy (Holdsworth - Campagnolo)
2. W.Mason (Carlton)
3. E. Janssens (Mercier BP)
1970
1. B. Hoban (Sonolor – Le jeune)
2. C. Lewis (Holdsworth)
3. L.West (Holdsworth)

TEAM SPONSORSHIP
The Houghton CC association with Vaux took on a
new, and at that time, novel form, when in the mid
sixties the brewery began to sponsor a team.
Obviously impressed by their venture into cycle
race sponsorship and encouraged by the high
standard of organisational and athletic ability in the
Houghton club, Vaux Breweries undertook to
sponsor a team of leading riders. This support
lasted for five seasons and differed from that found
in the modern sponsored club, in that only a named
group of riders received sponsorship
benefits. Unlike many sponsored clubs the
Houghton CC – Vaux riders were all local
lads and they achieved a great deal of
success in the North of England at a time
when people were less able or willing to
regularly travel long distances to events.
Peter Chisman was one of the riders who
benefited from sponsorship along with Paul
Blackett, Ray Halton, Terry McSkimmings,
Jackie Wright, Dave Farrar, Dave Cummins,
and Eddie McGourley.
The success of the venture is debatable and there is still a
great deal of discussion in cycling circles on the general
subject of sponsorship of amateurs. This is not the place to
continue the arguments; suffice to say that although individual
riders benefitted from the sponsored team approach and
although the sponsor was obviously amply rewarded, we must
remember that the sponsorship encouraged success which
must have strengthened the club; and so it goes on.

SIXTIES SUCCESSES
There were indeed many successes in
the sixties. The Houghton club
provided competitors for countless
events of all sorts. One aspect of club
racing was participation in trike events.
For some unknown reason there was a
great deal of interest in the ‘barrow’ as
the trike was known; trike teams
accompanied the club on its annual
visit to the Isle Of man Cycling Week
and regularly they competed in time
trials on the mainland. The club’s other
achievements in the sixties are too many and varied to cover in full but mention must be made of a
rider who has recently returned to the club, Chris Watson. In the 1960 season Chris had an unbroken
run of 20 wins in local events before going on to win the National Clarion 25 at York. In a field of 189
riders, Chris recorded a ‘long 0’ to
beat Barry Hoban into second place
by a minute. His personal best for a
25 stood at 59-37 in 1960 before his
comeback. As seems to be the
trend these days, he has recently
succeeded in lowering this to 57-12.
Chris was also an accomplished
road rider, finishing third in the
National clarion Road Race
Championships at Great Malvern in
1961, beaten by two international
riders, Armstrong and Chadwick.

MILK RACE SUCCESS
Throughout the sixties the Houghton’s name became synonymous with road racing, both competing
and road racing. Eddie McGourley, one of the club’s outstanding riders, had in his early career
competed in the amateur Vaux GP without a great deal of success. In 1970 however, following the
last minute withdrawal of the French Team, Eddie found himself and five other riders in a hastily
formed Regions Team for the Milk Race.
His performance was surprisingly, the revelation of the race and it was perhaps fitting that Eddie
staked his claim to his eventual King of the Mountains title by an excellent ride in the vaux country of
his home ground.
The race started in Blackpool with a prologue time trial; the first yellow jersey going to Matt De
Koning of the Dutch team. The early stages from Blackpool to Penrith and from penrith to Carlisle
saw McGourley active on the early climbs; he was fourth up the first category Hartside behind Gary
Crewe (GB), Mikolajczyk (Poland), and Peter Doyle (Ireland). Crewe was at that time leading the
KOM competition.
The 108 miles fourth stage from Carlisle to South Shields covered territory familiar to the Houghton
rider and finished virtually on the club’s back doorstep; an obvious incentive for a local lad.
McGourley was one of a chasing group of four riders in pursuit of an early break up the Hartside Pass
on the race’s second visit to the climb in two days. The two breaks became one on the climb out of
Alston to Killhope Moor and two riders drifted back to the bunch. McGourley, with Daley and Crewe
(both GB), Sutcliffe (Regions) and Ruston (England) worked well together and by Stanhope the bunch
was at 5-15. The climbs of Crawleyside, Castleside and Maidenlaw followed; McGourley took the
latter, applauded and encouraged by a crowd containing local heroes of the past, Bill and Norman
Baty. The bunch was now at 6-40 when at Stanley on the 80 mile mark the Polish rider Stanchura
rode away from the break, downhill, gaining 1-55 by East Boldon, 12 miles from the finish.
Then the much discussed level crossing incident happened. Stanchura was well clear of the break as
it approached the level crossing for a small industrial siding; the gates closed and the race official
present did not have the prescence of mind to delay the simple, unhurried shunting operation.
The break had lost 3-25 by the time they re-started; Brian Rushton had run through the pedestrian
gates only to be penalised five minutes at the race finish; two chasers, Mikolajczyk and Konecny
(Czec) joined the break, and Phil Edwards and John Varley (England) with Troche and Wich of West
Germany, who had previously been six minutes down on the breakaway, suddenly found themselves
also joining it with ten miles to go. Stachura won the stage by 1-58 from Ruston and by 3-30 from
Edwards and the rest of the break. McGourley and Sutcliffe finished in 9th and 10th place
respectively.

Without the level crossing incident the overnight positions on General Classification would have
been:
1. Stachura (Poland)
2. Ruston (England) at 2-0
3. Crewe (GB) at 3-15
4. Sutcliffe (Regions) at 3.25
5. McGourley (Regions) at 4-15
Obviously at such an early stage in the race, a great deal could have happened, but such a General
Classification after a home stage could only have encouraged the local riders further.
After the sixth stage to Bridlington the opening mountainous stages of the race were over and
McGourley was placed 19th on General Classification, 5-35 down on the leader Mikolajczyk of
Poland. It was on the 118 mile 12th stage from Weston- Supermare to Weymouth that McGourley
overtook Crewe’s KOM lead, eventually finishing the race 34th out of the 52 riders completing the
race; and wearing the white jersey of Mountains Leader.
Eddie had been an outstanding and much respected local rider for many years both in road races
and time trials, achieving a 53 minute ‘25’. His milk race performance earned him selection for the
1091 event, a race which he sadly failed to finish; but the memory of his stirring ride in 1970 lingers
on and provides an incentive for many aspiring riders in the North East.

HARD TIMES
The seventies proved to be a testing time for the Houghton club. Changing social, sporting and
financial attitudes to cycling, accentuated in the north by economic depression made it progressively
more and more difficult to maintain the club’s membership and activities at their previous level.
Some of the guiding and inspiring personalities in the club, including Tommy Rennoldson, were
forced to take up less active roles, and regrettably the club rooms, built on so much effort and
dedication, were sold back to the quarry company in the mid- seventies. They are however still
standing, used by the quarry as ticket office to the left of the works entrance on Quarry Row.
The eighties however saw a great national revival
in interest in cycling. The Houghton club, to the
credit of the solid core of stalwart members and a
regular Friday club night in a community centre a
few hundred yards away from the old club rooms,
was able to harness some of this interest. 1982 saw
the clubs largest membership for many years; and
at that time possibly the biggest membership in the
North East. An announcement in the ‘Cycling’
magazine declared that the BCF North East Division
had shown a record increase in membership of
24% which to a considerable extent was reflected
in the re-growth of the Houghton club’s fortunes.
This compared favourably with membership
numbers in the late seventies which actually fell.

FOR THE BOYS
Aware that interest in cycling was increasing both nationally and locally, the club set about
harnessing this new energy; keen to promote cycling at all levels and in all directions, particularly
amongst younger members, the living foundation of cycling’s future.
Club officials were alarmed to hear the opinion expressed from the floor at the 1979 North East
Division date fixing meeting that a divisional schoolboy championship was not needed as there were
no schoolboys in the region, and that additionally there was no suitable circuit for them.
With the kind cooperation of Durham County Council, a hilly half mile circuit was secured for 1980 in
the grounds of County hall, Durham City. Road cones were borrowed from the County Engineers
Department and sponsorship obtained from Sunderland Machine Installations Ltd. Bean Bag
Clothing, another local firm, provided an attractive winner’s jersey.
The results were encouraging. Mark Barry of
the Leeds St Christopher CC won the event from
a field of 23 entries. Simon Reynolds of the
Tyneside Vagabonds won the NE and Cleveland
divisional title, with the Houghton pair Alastair
Dick and Mark Cottrell finishing 3rd and 5th
respectively.
The 1981 event attracted a field of 31 and was
won by Mike Gilby of Hambleton CC, one of the region’s stars of the future, from Houghton’s Mark
Cottrell. David Pike was fourth, Paul graham sixth and Simon Campbell thirteenth. Later that year
Mark Cottrell rode to a fine second place in the National Schoolboy Cyclo Cross championships at the
age of fourteen; thirteen year old Simon Campbell also made his mark in that event, taking second
place in the under fourteen category.
In 1982, from a previous situation of no schoolboys and no
circuit, Houghton CC promoted five schoolboy events on four different circuits. A special ‘easy’ club
run was introduced to supplement the regular Sunday run to cater for youngsters just beginning in
cycling and for anyone wishing to enjoy a leisurely paced bike ride.

HOUGHTON FEAST
???????

DERBY DAY
The Pitman’s Derby became a major feature of the Houghton CC calendar in the late seventies and
early eighties, run in the old mining area of Annfield Plain and Stanley. Resurrected in 1979 by racing
secretary John Neal, the event proved to be something of a milestone along the clubs road to
recovery and in some ways mirrored the increasing confidence and strength of the Houghton club.
Tees-sider Sid Barras was a winner of the old event, but the new look 1979 event, sponsored by
Morrison Road Garages, was won by Robin Walmsley (Lakes RC) in the 1/2/3 category race and by
David Stevens (Leeds St Christopher CC) in the 3/junior race.
In 1980 a new sponsor and a new course had to be found. Volvo dealers Masters and Milburn of
Craghead provided the money, backed by the support of local advertisers in the race programme;
and the dreaded Quaking Houses bank provided the basis of a new course. Both the senior and
junior races were run in thick fog. Kevin Byres (Thornaby CRT) won the 3/junior event with
Houghton’s Jon Mawson 6th, while local superstar Joe Waugh’s performance in winning the 1/2/3
category race brought mixed looks of admiration and fear from the visiting EV Dusseldorf team.
Masters and Milburn continued their support in 1981 and 1982 assisted by KoM sponsors Colway
Tyres, who extended the scope of their involvement in cycle racing by sponsoring the 1982 National
Road Race Championships, organised by Houghton CC, in Durham City .

WHEELS ACROSS THE SEA

The German riders competing in the 1981
Pitman’s Derby were part of a team
visiting the Houghton CC for a weekends
sport and a schoolboy member of the
Dusseldorf club raced in the schoolboy
circuit race the day before the main event.
1980 had seen Houghton renew links with
German clubs which had originally forged
in the late sixties when the club sent
teams to compete in a variety of events in
??? Germany. A committee post of
International Liaison Officer was created,
and the first holder of that post was Peter
Reed, past club chairman and past club
secretary. Peter accompanied the club’s
second expedition to Germany in the
summer of 1981 when the Dusseldorf club
returned our hospitality and hosted the club. ?????
The Houghton CC Golden jubilee year of 1982 featured an ambitious programme of events including
the National Junior Road Race Championships and a town centre criterium series in
the home town of Houghton le Spring. With financial support from the Directorate of Recreation for
Sunderland Borough Council and a predominance of youth amongst the membership, the club
focused their Golden Jubilee on laying down foundations for many years to come.

1982 – 2007
In the 1980’s Houghton CC had
more trike riders than any other
club in the country and in 1985 a
team of Noel Knox, Dave Turner
and Tommy Thompson won the
team prize in the national 24 hour
timr trial. Noel also gained the
Higgins Trophy for the fastest 25 in
1983 and 1984 with times of
10-04 and 59-50 respectively and
also gaining the vets record of 2410 for 10 miles and 4-26-30 for 100
miles.
The late eighties and most of the nineties were dominated, racing wise, by Martin Gibson who
became one of the North East’s top riders and scooped the majority of club awards each year.
In recent years and in common with most other cycling clubs in the country there has been a slow
decline in the number of young people joining the club. Inevitably there laso has been a drift away
from the racing scene as some of the older members hang up their racing shoes; but there are some
notable exceptions. Peter Tuckwell has beaten the hour on a number of occasions since turning sixty
and regularly wins the fastest vet award in the club 10’s and other events.
From the nineties to the mid eighties there has been an increase in social cycling in the club with
Noel Knox organising an annual trip to coincide with the Tour de France to various destinations
including Ireland, Dieppe (for the Dieppe Raid), Holland and over the last few years, Brugge. A bond
has been forged with the Solway Social Cycling Club and they join us in many of the club’s social
activities including Bruges and the spring
weekend in the Lake District, while Houghton
CC join them for their annual dinner at the
Hundreth Hall hotel near Cockermouth and
compete in their 10’s and 25’s in late
summer.
The club still has its club run on Sunday
mornings starting 10am from Houghton, alas
however the days of long competetive rides
are in the dim and distant past and are
replaced by a leisurely ride to Durham by a
multitude of routes but always ending in
Venables for coffee and then onto the Three Horseshoes at Leamside for a couple of pints. The
identities of certain members who meet on Friday nights at Seaham Hall to ride to the Dun Cow at
Seaton and then onto the Three Horseshoes for similar liquid refreshment shall remain anonymous.

There has been areturn to the club of some members
who due to family or work left the club many years ago
(I returned myself after a break of 17 years) which is a
testament to the bonds of friendship forged in the 50’s
and 60’s.
the fact that there is a club to come back to is entirely
due to the group of dedicated Houghton members who
have remained steadfastly with the club through thick
and thin doung the essential work of administration
and organisation without which the club would have
ceased to exist. A special mention must go to Bob
Smith, John Coulson, Dave Cummins and of course
Tommy Thompson who is sadly no longer with us.

With the majority of the club members now in their late fifties and sixties many members have
returned to Audax and Reliability events to stay with competetive cycling. Audax (the organisation
for long distance cyclists) is proving to be
very popular and they have events
throughout the country ranging from 100k
to 200k.
Joe Applegarth has promoted and
organised a 205k Audax on behalf of the
club in 2006 and 2007 over a very tough
course into Northumberland starting from
the clubrooms. Joe has competed this year
in the 1200k Paris-Brest-Paris, a classic in
the Audax calendar which only takes place
every four years.
To enter you must complete qualifying events of 200, 300, 400 and 600k in the
same year, an achievement in its own right. Unfortunately Joe had to pull out after 700k due to
stomach problems, but nevertheless a very impressive achievement at 67 years old.
Club members still attend the CTC York Rally, some camping and others with caravans. The club also
organises the Trike 25 which coincides with the rally; while in 2006 and 2007 Chuck Taylor, Joe
Applegarth and Harry Brown
took part in the Ron Kitchen
150k Audax challenge on the
North York moors.
Bob Smith organises a
Christmas Lunch at Great
Stainton on the Sunday befire
Christmas, the club ride down
en-mass where we meet
members of Sunderland Clarion
and other local cyclists before
struggling back full of Christmas
pudding and ale.
2008 will see the club reliability
trial become a 100k Audax organised by Dave Cummins on a course starting at Lanchester.
The club currently has 45 members but unless there is an influx of younger members, the future of
the club is uncertain as the current membership is growing older. On the bright side however, the
fact that there are as many cyclists actively cycling into their sixties, seventies and eighties is a
testament to the benefits of cycling.
Finally I know that most of you reading this will have been to the 75th Annual Dinner and have been
associated with the club for many years. On behalf of Houghton Cycling Club I would like to thank
you for your support.

